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Discover synchronized text, full resolution previews, PostScript 3 support, and more. If you have designs on creating great pages, read these pages first! Design pros walk you through every quirk of Quark, from panes and palettes to prepress and production. Soon you’ll be spicing things up with special effects, converting print files to HTML, combining print and Web layouts, and producing publications packed with punch.
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Assembly Language for Arcade Games and Other Fast Spectrum ProgrammesMcGraw-Hill, 1984
This is not a book for beginners. You are expected to have a working knowledge of Z80 Assembly Language, and of course a knowledge of BASIC. But for the first time, Stuart Nicholls describes the tehniques of writing arcade games and other fast-moving programs for the Spectrum. Controlled high-resolutions movement on the screen, separate movement of...
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WordPress For Dummies (For Dummies)For Dummies, 2012

	The popular guide to WordPress, fully updated to help you get blogging


	Join the millions of bloggers who rely on WordPress, the popular and free blogging platform. This guide covers all the features and improvements in the most up-to-date version of WordPress. Whether you are switching to WordPress from another blogging...
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Basic Concepts in Physics: From the Cosmos to Quarks (Undergraduate Lecture Notes in Physics)Springer, 2013

	"Basic Concepts in Physics: From the Cosmos to Quarks" is the outcome of the authors' long and varied teaching experience in different countries and for different audiences, and gives an accessible and eminently readable introduction to all the main ideas of modern physics. The book’s fresh approach, using a novel...
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Managing IaaS and DBaaS Clouds with Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud Control 12cPackt Publishing, 2013

	Setting up a cloud environment is rarely smooth sailing but with this guide to Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud Control, it just got a lot more manageable. Practical advice and lots of examples make it the ideal assistant.


	Overview

	
		Perform and set up your cloud environment one step at a time using this...
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Hybrid Video Compression Standard (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2019

	
		The usage of social media and sharing of multimedia content over the Internet are
	
		rapidly increasing in recent time. Various facilities such as sharing of videos,
	
		downloading and viewing them, and videoconferencing based on the Internet are
	
		routine in the modern lifestyle. These all applications are consuming high...
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Carry On: Sound Advice from Schneier on SecurityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Up-to-the-minute observations from a world-famous security expert


	Bruce Schneier is known worldwide as the foremost authority and commentator on every security issue from cyber-terrorism to airport surveillance. This groundbreaking book features more than 160 commentaries on recent events including the Boston Marathon...
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